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Rosedog Books. Paperback. Condition: New. 92 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.2in.DEVIATING
MINDS is a novel set in the mid 1990s during the period of Owerri civil disturbances and tells the
story of Munachiso, a young African boy who was passing through that confusing stage of
adolescent life that saw him develop affection for his supposed female relative that was living with
them. In African customs and traditions this was not allowed, so Munachiso must channel his
affection to Morenike, Olaedos female friend and classmate who persistently frustrated Munachisos
advances until he gave up trying. But certain events later led to Morenike accepting Munachiso and
the ensuing turbulent relationship between them revealed the wild side of Morenike and also her
love for living life in the fast lane. Munachiso struggled hard to catch up with the fast tempo of
Morenikes life-style and often got ridiculed by her as not being smart enough. Munachiso managed
to keep the relationship alive until he met Doris, a supposed family friend he never really knew.
Doris was a refreshing contrast to Morenike as she was more caring, reserved, cool-headed, and
definitely the kind of girl Munachiso wanted. Morenike got pregnant and conveniently accused...
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An exceptional pdf and the typeface utilized was fascinating to read through. It can be writter in straightforward words and phrases instead of confusing. I
am just quickly could possibly get a delight of looking at a written ebook.
-- Prof. Arlie Bogan-- Prof. Arlie Bogan

It in a single of the best book. This is for those who statte there had not been a well worth reading through. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr. Barney Robel Jr.-- Dr. Barney Robel Jr.
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